Real Raman experiments cannot be carried out under perfect normal incidence due to the finite aperture of the focusing optics. This causes a deviation from the ideal normal incidence case which is however shown to be negligible in the following. Two aspects play a role: an out-of-plane polarization component e ⊥ resulting from p-polarized light and a splitting of the light into ordinary and extraordinary ray due to the birefringence. Due to the rather small birefringence of β-Ga 2 O 3 , the latter is only a small correction to the first effect and is therefore neglected here. Its exact description requires raytracing of the incident and scattered light within the crystal and in general cannot be described analytically. In the following, we treat the crystal as being isotropic with index of refraction n = 1.9.
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We assume a homogeneous intensity distribution on the front element of the focusing optics and a point focus. The front element is approximated to be flat. The tilt of a single incident light ray α relative to normal incidence then depends on the radial position r from which it leaves the focusing optics by
with the focusing distance d. The maximum angle is determined by the numerical aperture NA by
Here, R is the diameter of the front element of the focusing optics. Since the absolute dimensions are not relevant, we can set R = 1 and find
For the light propagation within the crystal, the angle changes to
due to refraction. The azimuthal direction of the light is given by the angle φ which we define such that φ = 0 lies in the polarization plane, or vice versa that for φ = 0 the light is strictly p-polarized. The out-of-plane polarization component of an individual light ray within the crystal is then e ⊥ = arcsin(| sin(β(r)) cos(φ)|). Further, the transmission at the interface is different for p-and s-polarized light which needs to be considered using the Fresnel equations. The ratio in the transmission coefficient for these two polarization states is
Including this ratio and averaging over the area the front element of the focusing optics, we obtain
The in-plane polarization component consequently is e = 1 − e 2 ⊥ . Since intensities are measured, the polarization enters quadratically such that the relative contribution of the out-of-plane polarization component can be written as
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This applies to the out-of-plane component being converted into an in-plane component during the scattering event.
The term for the conversion in the opposite direction is similar. If no conversion takes place, the contribution of the out-of-plane component must be squared and becomes even smaller and can thus be neglected. The result of (7) is plotted in dependence on the numerical aperture of the focusing optics in Supplementary Fig. 1 . It is below 1 % for NA < 0.7 and can thus be neglected in good approximation. For our experimental setup with NA = 0.42, we obtain a value of 2.5 × 10 −3 . This is in good agreement with the fact that no signs of scattering from phonon modes with B g symmetry are observed for excitation on the (010)-plane of β-Ga 2 O 3 . 
Actual line shape of the depth resolution profile
We experimentally determined the line shape function for the depth resolution of our setup by tuning the focus of the microscope objective through a 1.4 µm thick film of GaN grown on sapphire substrate. We measured the Raman spectrum at each focus point and determined the intensity of the characteristic E (2) 2 mode. This is plotted in Supplementary Fig. 2(a) . The shape of the focus on the sample is determined by the entrance slit of the spectrometer which is neither a
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perfect point nor line focus, but has a rectangular shape. Therefore, we used the product of two intensity profiles for two line foci with broadenings w 1 and w 2 :
As can be seen from Supplementary Fig. 2 , this function yields a very good agreement to the experimental data using the fitting parameters w 1 = 7.6 µm and w 2 = 28.2 µm. We used this depth profile function with the experimentally determined broadenings to calculate the apparent phase angle ξ between the tensor elements of the effective Raman tensor 2 . The result is plotted in Supplementary Fig. 2 (b 
